
Skyclad Gallery 
An exhibit of Brooklyn Artists will open on August 3

rd
 and run through September 1

st
.  This exhibit is something new for Skyclad Gallery which 

features Vintage and Contemporary American FINE ART, ART POTTERY & GLASS from the Modernist era, 1920 -1970 
 

 
 

 

WHITE SHOW at s.h.e. gallery 
supporting human equality 

 

 

Who would have thought the white show could get any cooler but it has! We added work by Harriet Fink and Ivan Sanford and this time 
Nancy Sulla will be there too!  First Friday opening, August 3rd, from 6 to 9. 

KURT BRERETON at Gallery Paquette & Compton Gallery  
RHIZOMES  

July 6 - August 12 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gallery Paquette has established itself as one of the premier locations in the New York metropolitan area to view exciting and original ideas 

presented by both emerging and international artists.  The focus of the gallery is to represent contemporary artist whose practices include 

painting, drawing, sculpture as well as video and installation works.  Owner Michael Paquette has since 2009 created a space which is 

welcoming to both art collector or enthusiast.  In addition the gallery offers art-related services. These services include fine art custom 

framing, art consultation and art installation.  Located in Boonton, the up -and-coming arts destination for New Jersey, the gallery also 

functions as a cultural center by hosting educational art seminars and workshops.   

 

RYAN GANLEY at Speakeasy Art 
Little Planets 
August 3 – September 1 

 
 

As a creative and expressive endeavor, Ryan Ganley has been exploring panorama photography during his several years of traveling as far as China and as close as 

his own back yard. His Little Planets are created by warping an image from a horizontal panoramic into a Toroid or a doughnut shape. Utilizing this technique, Ryan 

transforms his current panoramas into an all encompassing image. "The little planet series gives the viewer the feeling of separation between themselves and the 

subject, as if they were watching these planets float past…”  Speakeasy Art has become known for showcasing the work of both international and local contemporary 

artists. In addition, the gallery offers professional custom framing as well as youth, teen and adult art classes. Speakeasy Art sets a new standard by providing a space, 

both interesting and accessible to all art enthusiasts. 
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